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Open Digital Badges

• Open Digital Badges, extensively used in Tallinn 
University, as emerging trend in educational 
technology, present a new means of assessment 
in the form of granular micro-credentials. Several 
educators believe that Open Digital Badges have 
enormous potential for fostering student learning 
and changing how learning achievements will be 
recognized, made more visible and reach beyond 
institutions.



The badges increased our motivation, challenge, and 

competition between the groups. This gave us the 

incentive to get more stars. There was motivation in 

my group especially after we received few stars in the 

first assignment. We wanted to prove that we are 

capable of doing better.

Open Digital Badges



The badges clarified several points in the assignment 

that were not clear to us. There were also 

recommendations about how to improve our work, 

and those helped us a lot.  I personally got a lot out of 

it that will help me in the next assignments and in the 

future.

Open Digital Badges



We were indeed disappointed at first because we 
received a badge with less than three stars for the first 
assignment.  But afterwards we felt motivated to 
succeed more in the next assignments.  First of all, we 
knew what our mistakes were.  We sat together and 
examined what we had done right and what we had 
done wrong and how we could improve and work 
better to receive more stars in the future

Open Digital Badges



Evaluation with badges enabled us a lot to plan, organize, 
and arrange our studies more than assignments in other 
courses that did not involve badges. We established the 
objectives of the assignment, and we met together and 
divided the work equally. We arranged our time to suit all 
the members of the group so that no one would be absent, 
and we could succeed in the assignment together and 
attain its objectives.

Open Digital Badges



Critical Friend Approach

• One of the approaches where collaboration 
occurs in a systematic way is “Critical Friend”. 
Critical friend approach is widely used in the 
education systems of successful western 
countries. It is an effective way to foster 
professional collaboration among teachers and 
students, which focuses on developing collegial 
relationships, encouraging reflective practice, and 
rethinking leadership.

• Technological tools to support the Critical 
Friend Approach are provided.



It was revealed that the skills developed while using 
the approach, helped them with the school practice, 
as well. For example, one of the students says:

I gave feedback to the schoolteacher during my visit 
to school. The meetings of Critical Friend Approach 
helped me with this. At the meetings I learnt how to 
give feedback.  

Critical Friend Approach



Group (peer) 
Assessment

• Peer Assessment is the process in which 
students provide feedback to other students. By 
giving feedback to peers, students strengthen 
their understanding of the lesson’s learning goals 
and success criteria, which in turn, helps them to 
assess their own learning. A major challenge 
raised by ASSET experts relates to applying these 
assessment tools in large classes. The current 
work is aimed at suggesting renewed peer 
assessment tools that can be used in IL and GE 
practiced learning environments with large 
heterogeneous classes.



Assessment is not only of one person and not only of me, but 
has to be the ability for us to offer an overall assessment.  It 
required skills such as presenting claims and persuasion.  It can 
be said that in the process created in the classroom there was 
emphasis on developing these skills.  This is an area that 
requires teamwork and therefore we are talking about more than 
one important skill. 

Peer (group) Assessment



The need to assess other students’ work forced me to listen to 
their presentation, to concentrate during the lesson, and to 
think about the presentation in terms of the criteria that we 
chose.  I’ll use this when I am a teacher because it makes the 
students concentrate and forces them to think by themselves 
as well as together.

Peer (group) Assessment



First everyone gave their personal assessment and only 
afterwards we were required to prepare a group assessment.  
This was a good process because first you can understand what 
your opinion is, and afterwards you can think about it and 
conduct negotiations with the group.  Sometimes that involves 
compromise, and you have to compromise about your opinion.  
Usually members of the group were not far from each other and 
were close to a consensus.  I think it’s worthwhile to educate 
children to cooperate.  The teacher must first be skilled at this, 

and therefore I think this experience is important.

Peer (group) Assessment



Soft Skills 
Assessment

• As soft skills are typically not taught in 
higher education, in particular not as part 
of the subject matter, ASSET team 
designed a soft skills development tool 
that can be carried out as part of any 
teaching subject, which is a self-directed 
process carried out by the student and 
assessed by both the student and the 
teacher during the learning process.



Contributed to me on a personal level. This is a very

important area for learning. It makes people better

and more considerate. Looking from a different

angle on situations.

Soft Skills Assessment



Empathy is the most important ability in a patient-

therapist relationship. Understanding the ability,

deepening it, and improving it has contributed to me on

a very personal level. In this course in particular, and in

life in general. The topic of empathy helped me and was

very interesting to me.

Soft Skills Assessment



The links during lessons and class discussions and 
especially the very interesting way in which the 
material was conveyed, the amazing rhetoric, the 
acting ability and the lecturer’s empathy who 
contributed most and was a vivid example of what 
empathy is.

Soft Skills Assessment



Classes were too “heavy” relative to the rest of the 
curriculum. It demanded a little more thought. In classroom 
exercises, I didn’t just want to babble but to answer honestly, 
and that required concentration and a bit of looking into 
myself. There are pluses and minuses (memories of the past, 
etc. and changes that are always hard to change!)

Soft Skills Assessment



Group Reflective 
Diary

• The aims of reflective diaries are to express the 
observation of the learning process and evidence 
of reflection. An essential benefit of the learning-
response log is the creation of an environment 
where students feel more free to express their 
concerns and to experiment with learning. The 
goal is to encourage students to explore and share 
their thoughts in groups, and reflect on their 
group work rather than the commonly used 
individual approach practiced thus far.



It was difficult for me to perform reflection in philosophy. At first, I didn’t

manage to express myself: How much can you write about the topic you are

studying? I had a hard time overcoming it. It was boring. I felt as if every

lesson I was writing the same thing. As time went by, I understood the

need to think about the processes during the lesson. I developed critical

thinking while writing my reflections. This helped me considerably to

understand the material.

Reflective diary



I discovered not only what I understood and what I didn’t, but also what

helps me understand and what I need to do. I colored all the important

things with a highlight marker during the lesson. I noted what I had to ask.

I learned to write down comments during the lesson. Before performing

reflection, I quickly read what I wrote. That helped me to comprehend the

aspects that I understood less.

Reflective diary



I learned that it’s good for me to think about what I learned, and that

I’m capable as well. It compelled me to think about what I

understood and what I didn’t, and about why. I saw that it’s really

good for me to devote ten minutes to what occurred in class and to

answer the questions because I feel that I am teaching myself. The

amount of learning difficulties I have declined dramatically from the

first to the second semester.

Reflective diary



• Writing a journal helps organize the material and teaches me

what I didn’t understand or what is difficult for me, and I

think how I can learn better. This is the first time I learned

to perform reflection. I don’t think anyone is talking about

reflection in the Arab schools. God willing, I will be a

teacher and teach this to my students.

Reflective diary



Concept Map 
(CoMa)

• A CoMa is a visual representation of 
knowledge. The process enables one to organize 
and structure information and the relationships 
between them. Concept maps provide a visual 
representation of conceptual and relationship 
knowledge within a particular domain. Concept 
maps may aid the instructor in assessing what 
students understand and how they relate the 
material to the overall course goals. Technological 
platforms and assessment methods of CoMa are 
provided.



The advantages are that you don’t have to write a lot. You have to write a

small amount that is clear. We had to be aware of this, and you can’t give

many details on the map. You have to write a lot in regular assignments

in Word, and half of what you write is repetitive and unnecessary…On

the map you only write what you have to. It helped me a lot because the

material was explicit and clear. It was easier for me to understand than

other assignments.

Concept Map



I liked that the map was attractive and clear with colors. This

method helped me to emphasize the most important points

and to arrange the points from the title downward. I chose

different colors to show the various arguments and

explanations that supported them. I selected different colors

to differentiate between the argument and support.

Concept Map



It appears that this map/program is “the land of endless discoveries”. It permits a

great deal of creativity and leads to curiosity. The map is suitable for all ages. It

seems to me that it is also suitable for very young children if the teacher creates the

map and the children have to search for, associate, and connect the concepts. Aside

from that, creating the map and the final visible product are very rewarding. It

looks attractive. Going around and observing the quality of the work is extremely

rewarding.

Concept Map


